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A fascinating –
and frightening –
step back in time

Artful
BIT OF a fool’s errand”
is the phrase Kim
Gurney uses to capture
the elusive objective of
her book, The Art of
Public Space, Curating and Reimagining the Ephemeral City.
It is not a token of self-mockery
so much as an indicator of the
mercurial nature of her subject; art
in public space – much of it
performative, transient and
speculative – defies the nailing down
that a definitive description implies.
Yet, in her account and analysis
of the three projects that formed the
New Imaginaries public art series in
Joburg in 2012, the Cape Town-born
artist, writer and researcher casts
illuminating attention on the scope
of art to stimulate fresh thinking
and new ways of imagining urban
futures.
Gurney, an inner-city resident at
the time, “shadowed” the New
Imaginaries projects, and the book,
which arises from a collaboration
between the projects’ sponsors, the
Goethe-Institut South Africa, and
UCT’s African Centre for Cities of
which she is a research associate, is
the result.
It is a text, she writes, that “does
not aspire towards an evaluative
project of art criticism – ‘is it good?’
– but rather asks a different question
about the role of art and what it may
be good for… It seeks to show that
imagination counts, even when it
cannot be counted”.
In this, the author casts it in large
measure as a “riposte” to the
government’s Mzansi’s Golden
Economy policy schema “that at
heart promotes a creative industries
argument that would validate art
primarily through an economic
lens, with attendant social policy
agendas… privileging growth,
job creation and export earnings
as end goals”.
The economic proposition is
doubtless appealing: Gurney cites a
2013 Unesco report that shows the
world trade of creative goods and
services, one of the fastest growing
sectors of the global economy,
totalled a record $624 billion in 2011,
more than doubling since 2002.
Yet while more collectivist and
commercialised arts sectors could
“find an easier home in Mzansi’s
Golden Economy… the fine art
project… holds a more autonomous,
critical and risk-taking edge that is
an essential ballast for society”.
Art’s “intangible value”, she
writes, “can be expressed as public
interest instead, rather than
financial interest”.
The Art of Public Space, Curating
and Re-imagining the Ephemeral
City is not light reading, but is
within the grasp of the average city
dweller. The difficulty may lie in the
risk in rethinking a range of basic
assumptions about art and the value
of its impact on how we live, think
and dream as urban citizens sharing
space in increasingly complex cities.
The three festivals that formed
New Imaginaries were: Shoe Shop,
“a festival of footwork and walking”,
which explored the city and its walls
as an exhibition space; A
MAZE.Interact, a game and media
art festival that viewed the city as an
interface for play in an analogue and
digital way; and Spines, which
linked the In House Project and
United African Utopias as a
performance festival along nodes of
public transport in Joburg.
The trigger for the project as a
whole was a lament by Cameroonian
philosopher Achille Mbembe of the
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A’DIYYA SHAIKH
remembers growing up on
Durban’s Leopold Street –
opposite the railway line –
in a modest apartment
crammed with books, and an
atmosphere of reflection.
Her lawyer father, Sulayman,
shared the insights of his wide
reading with the young scholar-tobe, nurturing her thinking on the
large questions of life.
The largest, what it meant to be
fully human proved the most
compelling and testing, not least in
the environment of profound racial
and gender injustice.
Her personal quest drew her to
what she recalls as a moment of
awe – a quiet afternoon years later,
as a PhD student in the US.
Shaikh was a Fulbright Scholar
at Temple University at the time,
but doing course work at the
University of Pennsylvania, where
she had become friends with a
Tunisian student, Sara Tlili.
At Tlili’s apartment one
afternoon Shaikh began an
engagement with the dense,
thrilling, esoteric, sometimes
abstruse, but captivating, 800-yearold texts of the Islamic intellectual,
Muhyi al-Din ibn al-’Arabi.
The Sufi scholar and mystic,
born in Andalusia in southern
Spain in 1165 – he died in Damascus
in 1240 – left a body of work that
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SHADOWING RHODES: UCT research associate Kim Gurney, whose work on public art incorporates thinking about how performative strategies may
give so-called dead monuments second lives, as in the case of the lingering shadow of Cecil Rhodes beneath the empty plinth his statue once occupied.
PICTURE: LEON LESTRADE

Enchanting
the present

ON FOOT: Guy Wouete’s Lines of Wind made of shoes and yellowwood
blocks, about migrancy, was tacked to the fence in Joubert Park as part of
Shoe Shop, a month-long project in Joburg.
PICTURE: SUPPLIED
Wits Institute for Social and
Economic Research that South
African cities have a “crisis of
imagination”. Gurney cites
Mbembe’s argument that there is “a
close relationship between the
imagination and meaningful future
expression but that the future has
become a scarce resource. ‘It is very
difficult to enchant the present...
Ways to re-enchant must not only
come from the economy but also
from arts and culture’.”
She believes this re-enchantment
is at the core of work by the
performance artists she shadowed in
inner-city Joburg. A common thread

in the trilogy of events “is that many
of its artists engage with elements of
uncertainty and ambiguity”.
“Everyday scenarios took on a
performative edge and the usual
distinctions between life and artifice
became blurred. In this leveraging
open of a liminal space, of
uncertainty and possibility, a new
perspective thus also became
possible and an expanded public
imaginary. It is the creative risk of
shapeshifting artists that fuels this
ongoing trajectory.”
Typically, such work may
not have an “obvious price tag”,
as its creators may “subscribe

Humans’ value
is in the quality
of their hearts
Michael
Morris
Ancient Texts
continues to inspire people.
“Sara and I were working
with English and Arabic texts,
and I became so engrossed that
when next I looked the afternoon
had become the evening. I was
compelled by the incredibly noble
possibilities that emerged from the
Sufi tradition… that we are
constituted by the attributes of the
divine, and the idea of noble
purpose, to manifest the attributes
of God through self-refinement, and
what that meant for human beings.”

SUFI
NARRATIVES
OF INTIMACY
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Chapel Hill
Shaikh spent five years in the US,
returning home in 2001. The result is
a book critics have described as
“pioneering” and “groundbreaking”, a challenging text Shaikh
hopes will stimulate “constructive
and creative” debate within Muslim
society about the meaning of being
human, and the injustices that stem
from pervasive gender inequality,
with a view to forging “dynamic and

to other value systems”.
If there is “no concrete legacy or
easily commodifiable value”,
however, the work “may act as a
timely and significant
counterpoint”, a revaluation of
“what we collectively value”.
Gurney underscores the point in
citing the New Economics
Foundation view that “(t)he
collective is key here. Value in this
sense is determined not by what we
each want for ourselves... but by
what we agree is important for all of
us to have access to – such things as a
functioning ecosystem, a right to
safe shelter, access to food and water
and, ultimately, well-being”.
Gurney will be in Paris next
month to take part in a conference
panel on public art – her subject is
artworks that have “disappeared”
from the public domain and how
ephemeral, performative strategies
may give so-called dead monuments
second lives with the controversial
Rhodes statue at UCT as a case study.
Before she left, she said the
potency of art in public spaces
possessed the scope to lead people to
“understanding the city in a
different way and reaching a
different perception of public space
as common space”.
Her book sought to “build an
accretive argument” from her own
experience, demonstrating a shift
from “a precious to a more
egalitarian notion of what art could
be”, and, by extension, the
“challenging and complicated”
nature of sharing space.
“Future and present become part

of your immediate reality; you
are not sure what’s on show and
what’s for real, and you start
seeing something which is maybe
part of the show, and next time
you walk you notice different
things, and it releases something in
you that enables you to see things
in a new way.”
This moved people out of their
comfort zones, struck up different
conversations and found common
ground.
“It’s a kind of empathy with
another person’s experience. The
idea of ‘the common’ is not evening
out everybody’s differences and
making us all the same. It’s...
acknowledging that we can meet
somewhere in the middle. Having
empathy with someone else,
travelling into another space that’s
unfamiliar, can often just remove
you enough from your comfort zone
to open up to another person’s
experience, and it’s a shift of
perspective. It sounds abstract, but
to be able to move someone’s
perspective – get them to step out of
their own interiority and meet
someone else and share that space –
can have a ripple effect. It is difficult
to measure or follow, but has a
powerful after-effect.
“One has to be prepared to enter
zones of awkwardness”. Gurney
made this challenge her own when
she moved into August House in End
Street.
It meant living with “the
extraordinary and the ordinary…
the screams of a domestic dispute in
the middle of the night, then, a few
hours later, church bells” –
juxtapositions she found difficult to
“hold in the mind at the same time”.
It was precisely in exploring this
edgy quality of the urban reality
that the power of performative art,
however transient and ephemeral,
really lay, and why, implicitly, her
own riposte to the growth-and-jobs
orthodoxy of current policy making
was important.
In line with a wider
“recalibrating of what’s valuable,
even in economics, these artists are
bell-wethers, performing things out
for us, provoking us to think what it
is that we value”.

relevant understandings of justice
for our times”.
Sufi Narratives of Intimacy: Ibn
Arabi, Gender, and Sexuality this
month earned the associate
professor in UCT’s Religious
Studies department the 2015 UCT
Book Award, recognition she hopes
will widen the reach of the debate it
seeks to deepen. It cuts to the heart
of the social and spiritual concerns
of 21st century Muslims.
“It’s an academic book, but it’s
intended to enable a constructive
and creative conversation in
Muslim communities. I want the
book to stimulate rethinking about
things that are problematic and
unjust, and that’s right across the
board, because we have societies
that may be considered progressive
and have human rights at their core
but where gender inequality
persists. It has various
manifestations, and is only more
acutely visible in certain societies.
“My concern is South Africa in
terms of what has informed me and
how to think about being human in
the world, in a context of very
severe gender norms and a
fundamental inequality in the
hierarchy of race and gender.”
In an interview on the UCT Daily
News website this week Shaikh said
her book “is about reading critically
and constructively against the
grain, and claiming a space within

the Muslim tradition to talk back to
patriarchy. It is about claiming an
authority within the tradition... for
a certain voice of radical human
equality which resides within the
tradition”.
Religion, she said, for all its
maddening ambivalence and the
counter-currents of its various
traditions, is primary in “framing
my reality” and, “within the context
of deep inequality, I felt a deep
existential connection in (Ibn
‘Arabi’s) writing”.
She acknowledged that he was
“quite controversial”. He was
doubtless “threatening” to those
who sought to preserve hierarchy.
“But he brought theology and
immanence together… he holds
beautifully this balance between
God, who is noble and transcendent,
and human beings, and the idea
that God created the design out of a
desire to be known, and that,
through complete submission –
through ‘polishing the heart’ – it is
possible for humans to reflect
divine attributes.” Both men and
women have “access to the deepest
parts of the human condition”.
This went beyond questions
about women leading prayers or
sitting in the congregation. Nor did
it mean ignoring differences
between men and women, but
holding the difference “lightly” and
not “reifying” it through

Vivien
Horler

N THE EARLY 1800s people
rarely washed their hair –
you were supposed to brush
and comb it twice a day to
dislodge dirt and dust and to
spread natural oils down the
length of the hair, improving its
Book Corner
condition.
By the 1850s this was
beginning to change, and people
their delicate constitutions might
were told that the belief that
be permanently damaged and
washing the head caused catarrh
they would be unable to fulfil
or headaches was wrong.
their primary function in life: to
Rosemary water was a popular
have children.
shampoo; using soap was trickier
But from the 1860s croquet
because the soaps of the time
became popular and was thought
were harsh and alkaline.
suitable for girls because it
After your hair was washed it
entailed no running or jumping.
needed to be styled, and most
It was beloved of the middle and
Victorian women used some
upper classes for about 20 years,
form of fixative made from
and then faded, with many
starch or resins, with perfume,
croquet lawns being turned into
colour and preservatives added.
tennis courts – Wimbledon
“Every one of these
started off as a croquet club and
multifarious ingredients turns
for years was known as the
up in today’s modern hairspray
Wimbledon All England Lawn
brands,” writes Ruth Goodman,
Tennis and Croquet Club.
social historian and author of
Daily life was not easy for
this utterly absorbing book.
anyone, but hardest of all for the
Goodman spent a year living
poor and working class. Concern
on a Victorian farm, the subject
about girls’ delicate constitutions
of a TV documentary titled
did not extend to working class
Victorian Farm. As a result she
girls – they would be up before
has an impressive
dawn hauling water
personal knowledge
to bedrooms and
of living as a
clearing slops,
Victorian, from
blacking hearths and
wearing a corset
lighting fires,
while scything a
cooking and serving
field, to handbreakfasts before
stitching a sheep’s
they could have their
gut condom (used
own.
before the vulcanChildren worked
isation of rubber in
from an early age – in
the 1840s). These
the early part of the
were mainly used to
era from as young as
prevent the spread of
5 or 6. William
disease, rather than
Arnold’s first job,
as contraceptives.
aged
6 years and 2
HOW TO BE A
“I have attempted
months, was as a
VICTORIAN
to make such
crow scarer,
RUTH GOODMAN
condoms, but the
throwing stones at
Penguin Books
handwork required
any crows that
is remarkably
landed in sown fields,
precise and complex. The sheep’s
and he worked alone, in freezing
gut has to be thoroughly cleaned,
weather, from before dawn to
soaked in an alkali solution and
after dusk.
stripped of all its adjoining tissue
Goodman tells hair-raising
to leave only the gut wall. The
tales about poor food; infants
cleansed gut is then cut into
being fed on a mixture of
lengths and put over a wooden
mashed-up bread and water (they
former, where a ribbon is rolled
could survive on this, but not
into one end and the other end
thrive), tonics that contained
tied with a length of fine thread.”
laudanum, a mixture of alcohol
Of course the Victorian era
and opium which made the baby
spanned more than 60 years, and
sleep so the mother could work,
many things changed utterly
and medicines that contained
between 1837 and 1901. The
lead and mercury.
reduction in working hours
Goodman does not shrink
meant there was time for leisure
from any topic, and covers
pursuits such as sport.
everything from corsets to
Football, what Goodman
sanitary towels, abortion, how to
describes as “simple, kick-about
deal with chamber pots and the
matches”, with rules that had to
terrifying nature of various
be agreed on before each match,
sanitary systems.
became popular in the 1830s.
In the 1950s, when I was born,
Many teams were supported by
there were many people alive
pubs, churches or employers, and with first-hand experience of the
the descendants of some of those
Victorian era and in some ways it
teams exist today: Manchester
does not seem that distant to me.
United was once called Oldham
Yet reading this book and
Road and was based at the Three
discovering the difficulties of
Crowns pub, while Everton
everyday life, as well as the lack
started off at the Queen’s Head
of so much we take utterly for
pub in the village of Everton.
granted has made me realise the
While men and boys were
truth of the famous LP Hartley
encouraged to be active, middlequote: “The past is a foreign
and upper-class women and girls
country: they do things
were not. The concern was that
differently there.”

PIONEERING: Associate Professor Sa’diyya Shaikh of UCT’s Religious
Studies department.. Her book won the 2015 UCT Book Award
hierarchical structures from which
injustices inevitably flow.
“He was a 12th century man, and
was part of the whole patriarchal
imaginary... but he also undoes it.
He is not monolithic, and reveals a
great wariness to claims of
superiority – on the grounds, say, of
race, gender or sexuality – asserting
that the value of all humans is the
quality of your heart.”

Some 21st century Muslims
might find Ibn ’Arabi’s ideas
radical, but she argued that the
importance of drawing on his ideas
today is precisely that they arise
from within the Islamic tradition.
His ideas resonate because they
come from a place of deep
immersion in Islamic spirituality.
“It’s an engagement with being
human within my own tradition.”

